 60 pages of
content.
 Over 250
images.
 18 photos
contributed
by 14 other
artists and
face paint
supply
companies
from around
the world
 11 Step by
Step Photo
Sets
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I have included a few tasty tidbits here from the full book.
These bits are meant to inform, and to hopefully excite you
into buying this book, or one of my great deals on packages of my
books.

http://www.funfacepainting.com/books.html

Welcome to the interesting world of the Day of the Dead, Sugar Skulls,
Dia de los Muertos, or Calavera.
If you were not raised around this seemingly macabre celebration, you
might think it rather dark. Far from it, it is a way to celebrate, pray and remember
family and friends who have passed away.
Day of the Dead art is seen in paintings, tattoos, pottery, jewelry and more. In addition to being
extremely popular during the month of October, because of Halloween, these designs have grown in
popularity and appear throughout the year in a
broad range of mediums, especially face and body
art.
During this time of remembrance, people
build private altars, placing offerings of things their
departed loved ones enjoyed in life. They display
treasured items: flowers, tortillas, dolls, breads, hot
chocolate, and more. Often, little skulls made out of
sugar are used to decorate the altars. So, these
designs are frequently called “sugar skulls.”

(art by Annie
Reynolds, Australia)
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The Day of
the Dead is a way
to help us laugh at
something that all
too often makes us
cry.
A way to
say, “DEATH! I take
away your power,
to bring me sorrow
and I laugh at you
instead!”

Calavera is Spanish for skull and is today
synonymous for Sugar Skull because of the
famous drawing, La Catrina Calavera, 'Elegant
Skull'.
La Catrina has become an icon for Day of
the Dead celebrations and designs.
She was created around 1910 as a zinc
etching by the Mexican cartoon illustrator José
Guadalupe Posada. She is especially symbolic of
the Mexican willingness to laugh at death itself.
She also became a

…
There really isn't a defined set of rules for a
Day of the Dead face. There is a style of treatments
of the: eyes, nose, mouth, cheeks, and skin color and
décor ideas. I have broken this book into those
sections. Before you start on a face you will decide:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Style: folk art or stylized
How much of the face to cover
Skin color
Accent shade colors
Shapes of the: eyes, nose, mouth, teeth,
cheeks
6. Décor
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…

There are 5 pages to this section, with over 15 photos
We offer a brief overview of the materials used in face painting Day
of the Dead designs including: paints, powders, split cakes, brush and
bling.
Sample info below:

Face Paints
Calling it paint, is a bit of a misnomer. Professional face and
body artists use only cosmetic grade materials, things meant to be
used on the skin. So, our “paint” should more correctly be called
make-up, it just has with lots of different pigments and color added
than street make-up.
Water activated face paint in general falls into two
categories: wax based, and glycerin based.
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…

This section has 5 pages, with over 20 illustrations.
Here we cover tips to Turn Living Face Into A Skull, then Turn A Skull
Face Into A Sugar Skull.
Also, suggestions and illustrations on How Much of the Face To Cover and
Where to Stop the Design?
When you design a Day of the Dead face, first think of the basic components.
Look at these three very simplistic designs.

All are covered in white paint. All have a black nose.
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What aspects make your mind look at one and say, “dog,” the other “skull,” and then Day of
the Dead?

…

This section has 4 pages,
and over 20 photos and
illustrations.
With illustrations and descriptions we show you examples of
Sugar Skulls eyes, from the simple folk art style, with the more
elaborate.
Then, we show you ideas on alternative eye shapes.
Finally decorating, shading, and coloring techniques around
the eyes.
Sample content below …
Using the “skull” as our starting point, you can see the eye area is just two big circles.
Most designs are based on those big circles around which

More Eye Shapes
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In addition to the many samples in this section,
what shapes might inspire you?

There are 2 pages in the section and 15
illustrations and photo.
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In this section we cover a variety of
shapes, shading, coloring and sizes for noses.

This section is 4 pages long, with over 15 photos and illustrations.
We offer tips on teeth: styles of designs, realism to folk art, coloring
and shading

…
I always use a glycerin based paint around the mouth for the black lines.

Highlighting the Teeth
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I enjoy the look of shading
when I use the teardrop method for
the teeth. After coloring the lips, if
desired, I use a cotton swab, and

…

This section is 6 pages long with over 35
photos and illustrations.
We offer a step by step process to apply
porcelain looking smooth base.
Also, Sugar Skills tips and ideas to use
with split cakes.
How flowers are used, and a step by step on how-to create a very
simple rose.
A step by step on creating webs.
Finally, a few ideas about line work.

Getting Solid Coverage
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The photo on the left is before I followed the steps in the previous section.. See the streak on
the cheek and the patchiness by the nose and under the eyes.

This section is 6 pages long, with
over 20 photos and illustrations.
Here we have tips on using
eyelashes, adhesives, jewels, trims,
glitter, glitter gels and stencils.
So, you now have all of the pieces to create your
own designs: eyes, nose, cheeks, mouth, and a base coat.
Now let’s add in the fun stuff, the decorations!
The glitter gels can be used to outline
areas, create interesting lines within an area, or
create dots.
When you apply the gel, squeeze the
bottle lightly to get a nice fine – thin - line.
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You'll get the same artistic impact, using
less product, and with a faster drying time. .

For the following Step by Steps, I have included some photos. The actual materials I use are explained in
the chapter on “Materials for Face and Body Painting.” How I do it is explained in the chapter on “Application.”
To help make my process clear, I am including the same information in the full step by step dialog, on the first
design only. After that, 3 -4 photos alone will show you my process (see example below), if the photos are not
enough, just see the appropriate chapter.
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The pearls are sewing trim, the jewels are scrapbooking clusters.

Model Vanessa Herrera

Are you ready to unzip the Day of the Dead
creativity hidden inside of you?
Practice and research! Go on-line and search
for images.
Print out 50 copies of the practice sheet I have
provided and play! That paper model just won’t care
how good your work is. So, just have a good time as you
work on your Sugar Skull skills.

There are thousands of amazing photos to inspire you on-line. Here are just a few from some
amazing artists I admire.

Sammie Bartko
Heber City, Utah
www.SammieBartko.com
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facebook.com/SammieBartkoFaceandBodyArtist

Sharon Hodges
Dallas, TX
www.facebook.com/sharon.hodges
www.yourenchantedface.com,.

For many years I have been
involved in the professional speaking
world. I booked speakers, spoke in
several countries around the world, and
wrote books about it. In 2003, I began to exclusively book the retired major league baseball pitcher
Jim Abbott’s speaking calendar. I still manage his life today.
In 1998, I got married to Martin Schermerhorn. He loves those horrible painted yard signs. As I
sat watching him color inside the lines on one of them, he said, “Give it try.” It wasn’t too bad. Then,
he insisted I paint our mailbox, something I knew I
could NOT do! But I gave it try after much
persuading. It’s wasn’t good, but it was good
enough that my friends wanted me to make one for
them.
It started me painting anything that didn’t
move!
In 2006, my church asked me to assist with a
local charity doing face painting and I was hooked!
I am the author of 23 books, by McGraw-Hill,
Penguin, and self-published. Six of those are about
the world of face painting.
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Continue the learning process!
 West Coast Face Painters: www.westcoastfacepainters.com
 My Facebook help group Lilly Walters’ Fun Face Painting
 Receive monthly notices of my classes and face painting events
groups.google.com/forum/#!aboutgroup/facepaintingclasses
 See the Keep In Touch link at my website, www.funfacepainting.com

To purchase face
painting books by
Lilly Walters
http://www.funfacepainting.com/books.html

Lets be friends on Facebook, https://www.facebook.com/lilly.walters.schermerhorn
Join a Facebook group about Lilly’s classes and events,
https://www.facebook.com/groups/lillyfunfacepainting/

Receive monthly notices of my classes and face painting
events
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http://groups.google.com/group/facepaintingclasses

Contact Lilly landline
909-398-1228, mobile, same area cd., 815-8535

